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Synopsis

QuiNina J. Sinceno gives a modern-day
interpretation and revelatory teaching of the model
prayer in the bible given by Jesus Christ when
asked, "Lord teach us to pray" by a disciple who
had a desire to learn. PRAYER101 walks through
the model prayer scripture by scripture. It dissects
the major and minor details within each stanza
with the intent to gain a clear understanding of
what Jesus Christ taught His disciples.  That hands-
on lesson is translated in a way that everyone can
glean. The younger can grasp tools to apply to their
lives in pursuit of success and purposeful living.
The older can enhance their legacy of prayer and
experience with God to hand down to the next
generations. No matter the age or stage in life
PRAYER101 illuminates the door to the secret place
that avails the path to answers to your prayers.   



I Thank God for inspiring you to write this book. It is
needed by so many people. I love the way you explain
Prayer; the need for prayer, how to pray, when to pray,
where to pray, and how to expect and wait for God's
answer. I have heard bits and pieces of these words in
sermons throughout the years, but it is a blessing to have
it written for me to share with others. I will be purchasing
more copies of your book to give to my family and friends.
Thank you. Thanking God, ~Lynn Harris

Much needed topic, great layout and content! ~ Irielle Gant

This book provides a valuable window of not just
information, it's a treasure chest with many elevational gems
that have been cultivated through lifelong practices and
experiences. This prayer treasure chest has real-life
applications that are not complicated and overly deep to the
understanding. but it's empowering enough to ignite a
hunger and passion to advance your prayer life. I encourage
you today as you open up this treasure chest; prepare
yourself to elevate your prayer life and receive the wisdom
needed to see the reward revealed here on earth. Your
tenacity and dedication to develop prayer will help you grow
in every area of your life. This book is a must-have for any
person wanting more through prayer. ~Apostle Lamont
Bigham
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